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Genomic silencing is a fundamental mechanism of transcriptional regulation, yet little is known about 
conserved mechanisms of silencing. We report here the discovery of four Saccharomyces cerevisiae homologs 
of the SIR2 silencing gene (HSTs), as well as conservation of this gene family from bacteria to mammals. At 
least three HST genes can function in silencing; HSTl overexpression restores transcriptional silencing to a 
sir2 mutant and hst3 hst4 double mutants are defective in telomeric silencing. In addition, HST3 and HST4 
together contribute to proper cell cycle progression, radiation resistance, and genomic stability, establishing 
new connections between silencing and these fundamental cellular processes. 
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Transcriptional inactivation of large genomic regions, or 
silencing, is an important and highly conserved mecha- 
nism of gene regulation. This regonal, gene nonspecific 
form of repression is often associated with local alter- 
ations in chromatin structure. For example, heterochro- 
matin is associated with transcriptional repression and 
has been well-documented at the Drosophila chromo- 
center and telomeres (Weiler and Wakimoto 1995)) at 
mouse (Butner and Lo 1986) and Schizosaccharomyces 
pombe (Allshire et al. 1994; Nimmo et al. 1994) cen- 
tromeres and telomeres, and on the mammalian inactive 
X chromosome (Migeon 1994). In Drosophila, break- 
points creating novel junctions between heterochromat- 
ic and euchromatic regions result in mosaic patterns of 
gene activity called position effect variegation (PEV). Fi- 
nally, apparently Bacillus subtilis can exist with two 
chromosomes, only one of which is transcriptionally ac- 
tive (Schaeffer et al. 1976; Guillen et al. 1985). 

In Saccharomyces, at least two types of genomic re- 
gions are silenced, telomeres and the silent HM mating- 
type loci. In both cases, silencing occurs independently 
of the gene being silenced, and displays an epigenetic or 
variegating component (Schnell and Rine 1986; Ma- 
honey and Broach 1989; Pillus and Rine 1989; 
Gottschling et al. 1990; Sussel and Shore 1991; Sussel et 
al. 1993). Silenced loci are inaccessible to DNA modify- 
ing enzymes both in vivo and in isolated nuclei 

(Gottschling 1992; Singh and Klar 1992; Wright et al. 
1992; Loo and Rine 1994), supporting the idea that si- 
lencing is associated with altered chromatin structure. 
Although cis-regulatory elements differ between the HM 
loci and telomeres, essential trans-acting factors are 
shared (Laurenson and Rine 1992). In particular, Sir2, 
Sir& and Sir4 proteins are necessary for silencing, and 
participate with Raplp and histones H3 and H4 in deter- 
mining chromosomal structure and nuclear organization 
(for review, see Moretti et al. 1994; Shore 1994; Cockell 
et al. 1995; and Hecht et al. 1995). However, none of 
these interactions appear mediated through direct bind- 
ing of Sir proteins to DNA (Buchman et al. 1988). 

Recent data identifying mutations in subunits of the 
origin recognition complex (ORC; Bell et al. 1993) caus- 
ing both silencing and cell cycle defects (Foss et al. 1993; 
Micklem et al. 1993; Loo and Rine 1994, 1995) point to 
direct mechanistic connections between DNA replica- 
tion and silencing. Similarly, recent experiments suggest 
that delays in cell cycle progression can influence silenc- 
ing (Laman et al. 1995) and that the G,/M transition may 
represent a particularly vulnerable time for factors to 
activate silenced chromatin (Aparicio and Gottschling 
1994). Exactly how the SIR genes, ORC, cis-regulatory 
regions, and other factors work together to promote tran- 
scriptional silencing is not yet clear. 

Like the other SIR genes, SIR2 shares an essential 
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function in silencing both at the HM loci and telomeres, 
yet in particular, SIR2 has several unique and distin- 
guishing characteristics. SIR2 suppresses rDNA recom- 
bination (Gottlieb and Esposito 1989) and may partici- 
pate in regulation of histone deacetylation (Braunstein et 
al. 1993). 

We and others (Derbyshire et al. 1995) have discovered 
a gene family in Saccharomyces cerevisiae with homol- 
ogy ranging from 30% to 63% amino acid identity with 
SIR2. In our search for SIR2 homologs we have also iden- 
tified potential homologs from a bacterium as well as 
from plants and mammals. None of the yeast HST genes 
(_homologous to SIRZ) result in a Sir- reduced mating 
phenotype when mutated. However, increasing HSTI 
gene dosage significantly restores silencing to a sir2 mu- 
tant, and a hst3 hst4 double mutant is defective in telo- 
meric silencing. These results indicate that although 
HST genes are not fully redundant with SIR2, they can 
participate in silencing. 

We have also determined that the hst3 hst4 double 
mutant has a number of defects in addition to those af- 
fecting telomeric silencing. In this strain, cells accumu- 
late with G, DNA content at the G,/M boundary. The 
interaction of hst3 hst4 mutations with the checkpoint 
control mutation rad9 was examined and a dramatic 
synthetic UV sensitivity phenotype was observed, We 
find that the hst3 hst4 double mutant exhibits signifi- 
cantly elevated rates of mitotic recombination, and chro- 
mosome missegregation. These phenotypes indicate that 
in addition to telomeric silencing, Hst3p and Hst4p play 
important roles in the cell cycle, DNA damage control, 
recombination, and genomic maintenance. The discov- 
ery and characterization of the conserved SIR2 gene fam- 
ily suggests that silencing proteins, first identified in 
yeast, may have general functions in cell cycle progres- 
sion and genomic integrity. 

Results 

Identification of a novel family of yeast HST genes 
homologous to SIR2 

We have discovered four new members of a SIR2 gene 
family through a combination of strategies including 
low-stringency hybridization, degenerate PCR, and data 
base analysis. These Saccharomyces genes encode pro- 
teins closely related by amino acid sequence. We have 
determined by Northern blot analysis using gene-spe- 
cific probes that all of the HST genes are expressed (data 
not shown). None of the HST genes are essential; S. cer- 
evisiae with complete knockouts in any of these genes, 
whether singly or in combination (including the quintu- 
ple null sir2 hstl hst2 hst3 hst4 mutant), is viable. How- 
ever, some synthetic phenotypes are observed with var- 
ious null mutant combinations and are described below. 

The SIR2 gene family also includes related sequences 
in a variety of eukaryotes (human, rat, mouse, Cae- 
norha bditis elegans, Ara bidopsis, and fission yeast) and 
the prokaryote Staphylococcus aureus. Figure 1A shows 
an alignment of the five S. cerevisiae protein sequences 
as well as homologs from the budding yeast Nuyvero- 

myces lactis (Chen and Clark-Walker 1994), S. aureus, 
Rattus norvegicus, and Homo sapiens (see Materials and 
methods for details of sequence discovery and isolation). 
There are several highly conserved domains within the 
family, in particular the region that we have defined as 
the core domain (bounded by arrowheads in Fig. 1A). 
Although the core domain is well-consewed among fam- 
ily members, the relative lengths of the terminal do- 
mains of these proteins is quite variable (Fig. IB). Align- 
ment of the yeast proteins with homologs from other 
species reveals three subfamilies. One consists of Sir2p, 
Hstlp, and K. lactis Sir2p, and has a long, partially con- 
served amino-terminal domain. The second contains 
Hst2p and the mammalian and C. elegans sequences and 
the third contains Hst3p and Hst4p. 

Conserved amino acid sequence features of Sir2 
and the Hst proteins 

Two amino acid sequence motifs are diagnostic for the 
Sir2 protein family: GAGISTS(L1A)GIPDFR and 
YTQNID. These amino acid coding regions formed the 
basis for degenerate PCR primers (Fig. 1A) and should be 
useful for identifying additional family members, should 
any exist. There are a number of other amino acid motifs 
revealed by the multiple sequence alignment. A previous 
study (Chen and Clark-Walker 1994) noted that Sir2p 
and KlSir2p contain motifs typical of DNA-binding pro- 
teins. Specifically, they contain a cluster of cysteine res- 
idues with unique spacing suggestive of a zinc finger and 
two potential leucine zippers. The four cysteine residues 
of the proposed metal-binding motif are conserved in all 
of the HST sequences (Fig. lA, asterisks) and suggest that 
these residues may be functionally important. Although 
at least one leucine zipper may also be present in S .  au- 
reus Sir2p (SaSir2p), Hst2p, and Hst3p, it is interesting to 
note that the two putative leucine zipper motifs are con- 
served only in the most Sir2p-like family members- 
namely Sir2p itself, KlSir2p, and Hstlp. Many DNA- 
binding proteins contain these motifs. 

HSTl overexpression restores silencing at H M R  

Single hst null mutants, as well as hst3 hst4 null mu- 
tants mate as well as wild type, in both MATa and MATa 
backgrounds, indicating normal HM locus silencing in 
these strains. To determine whether the HSTs share 
functional similarity with SIR2, the ability of the Hst 
proteins when overexpressed to complement the mating 
defect in a sir2 null mutant background was tested. The 
MATa and MATa sir2 strains LPY 11 and LPY1393, re- 
spectively (see Table 1 for strain descriptions), were 
transformed with 2~ plasmids carrying HST1, HST2, 
HST3, or SIR2. Equal numbers of cells from logarithmi- 
cally growing cultures of the LPY 1 1 and LPY 1393 trans- 
formants were spotted onto lawns of the mating tester 
strains LPY 143 and LPY 142, respectively (MA Ta and 
MATa). Overexpression of HSTl (Fig. 2), but not of HST2 
or HST3 (data not shown), complemented the sir2 mu- 
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tation. Interestingly, complementation was specific to 
the MATa background. 

To determine the extent to which NSTl is able to 
complement the mating defect caused by sir2, standard 
quantitative mating assays were performed (Sprague 
1991). The mating efficiencies of LPY 11 and LPY1393 

transformed with vector alone or with constructs over- 
expressing either HSTl or SIR2 were determined. The 

position effect. The assay uses a URA3 gene integrated at 
the subtelomeric ADH4 locus on chromosome IV 
(ADH4UCA-IV; Aparicio et al. 1991). In wild-type cells 
the subtelomeric URA3 is expressed stochastically, with 
a small portion of the population expressing URA3 and a 
majority of the population silencing its expression. 
When plated onto 5-fluoro-orotic acid (5-FOA) medium, 
wild-type cells survive due to this silencing. Strains un- 

values presented in Figure 2 represent the average mat- able tosilence the expression of telomeric URA3, such 
ing efficiencies obtained for at least two independent as sir2 strains, will not grow on 5-FOA medium. By com- 
transformants. The mating efficiency of LPY1393 is paring growth of strains on permissive medium to 
35000-fold above background when HST1 is overex- growth on 5-FOA, one can estimate the extent to which 

pressed. However, it is still -30-fold lower than a mutant strain has lost the ability to repress transcrip- 
LPY1393 transformed with a SIR2 plasmid. Consistent tion of the telomeric URA3 (Fig. 3). Consistent with pre- 
with the qualitative mating results (Fig. 2)) no significant vious experiments, sir2 cells were unable to grow on 
complementation of the sir2 mating defect by high copy 5-FOA, indicating loss of telomeric silencing. In con- 
HSTl was detected in the MATa background. trast, the telomeric URA3 gene was repressed compara- 

HSTl could act to restore mating to a sir2 strain di- bly in wild-type, hs t l ,  hst2, and hst4 strains (Fig. 3, cf. 
rectly by functioning in transcriptional silencing or in- row B with C, D, and FJ, indicating no defect in telomeric 
directly by influencing other events in the mating path- silencing in these strains. The hst3 mutant and wild- 

way. To test whether high copy HSTl suppression of the type strains had a similar frequency of FoaR cells, but the 
sir2 mating defect is attributable to partial restoration of hst3 colonies grew much slower than wild type (Fig. 3, 
transcriptional silencing, a sir2 strain with a SUP3,, cf. row B with E). Strikingly, the hst3 hst4 double mutant 
reporter gene at HMR (LPY1539) was constructed. In this showed significantly greater 5-FOA sensitivity than ei- 
strain, the a information normally present at HMR has ther single mutant alone (Fig. 3, cf. row G with B, El and 
been replaced with the gene encoding an amber suppres- F), and the number of ~ o a ~  cells is reduced - 100-fold 

sor tRNA (Schnell and Rine 1986). Because this strain relative to wild-type. We conclude that HST3 and HST4 

also contains a trpl,, mutation, growth on plates with- play important roles in telomeric silencing. The synergy 
out tryptophan reflects transcription of the SUP3,, gene between hst3 and hst4 mutations is explored further in 
at hmr (Fig. 2B). The sir2 mutant strain grows well in the the phenotypic characterization below. 
absence of tryptophan. In contrast, when these cells are 
transformed with the HSTl or SIR2 high copy plasmids, - - .  - 
they exhibit significantly decreased growth, presumably The hst3 hst4 double mutant is temperature sensitive, 
attributable to restored silencing of the hmrA::SUP3,, has low and altered Ccyle distribution 
reporter. Thus, Hstlp not only shares sequence homol- 
ogy with Sir2p, but also has silencing function. We discovered that the hst3 hst4 strain is temperature 

sensitive (Ts) for growth at 37°C. In contrast to the hst3 

Telomeric silencing in  hst mutants 
and hst4 single mutants, and the hst3 hst4 double mu- 
tant maintaining a centromeric HST3 plasmid, hst3 hst4 

SIR2 function is necessary for telomeric silencing; there- cells formed colonies at 37°C at efficiencies 37-fold to 
fore, we tested the hst mutants for defects in telomeric >1000-fold lower than wild type (data not shown). When 

Hstl p 

Hst2p 

Hstlp 

Hst2p 

Hst3p 

Hst4p 

-- 
---C=Z)C)-M3-- 

L L Z  

Sir2p Hstl p Hst2p Hst3p 

Figure 1. Alignment of yeast Hst proteins and related sequences from 
other species. (A) Amino acid sequence alignment. (@) Cysteine residues 
of the putative metal binding domain; ( + ) leucine residues of the puta- 
tive leucine zippers; (V) boundaries of the core domain; (solid line) sites 
of degenerate PCR primers used. Shaded residues are those that are 
identical or similar based on the Blosum 62 matrix; residues in bold 
below alignment are absolutely conserved in known family members. 
Alignment was performed using PILEUP; amino acids 477-490 were 
adjusted manually to align putative metal-binding domain. SIR2 ho- 
mologs from species other than yeast are included (see Materials and 
methods). (B) Block diagram of the yeast Hst proteins and Sir2p. The 
yeast proteins are compared based on the alignment in A with open 
boxes indicating regions of similarity to Sir2p. Table contains pairwise 
comparisons between family members calculated by GAP using preset 
options. The nucleotide sequences of HST1, HST2, and HST3 have been 
submitted to the GenBank data library under accession nos. U39041, 
U39063, and U39062, respectively. HST4 is encoded by the cosmid un- 
der accession no. 248784. 
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Table 1. Yeast strains 

Strain Genotype 

LPY 1 la  MATa ade2-1 can1 -1 00 his3-11 leu2-3,112 trpl-1 ura3-1 GAL sir2A::HlS3 

LPY1393" MATrw ade2 his3 leu2 sir2A::HlS3 ura3 
LPY 142 MATa his4 

LPY 143 MATrw his4 

LPY 1539 MATa ade2 his3 leu2 trpl,, ura3 sir2A::HlSS hmrA::SUP3,, 
YPH499,500 and derivatives 

YPH499 MATa ura3-52 his3A200 leu2Al trp1 A63 ade2-101 lys2-801 
YPHSOO MAT& ura3-52 his3A.200 leu2Al trpl A63 ade2-101 lys2-801 
YCB506 isogenic to YPH499 hst3A3::HIS3 hst4Al:: URA3 
YCB538 isogenic to YPH499 hst3A3::HlS3 hst4Al ::URA3 
YCB547 isogenic to YPHSOO hst3A3::HlS3 hst4Al:: URA3 
X23-9A isogenic to YPHSOO hst4A1:: URA3  
X23-10D isogenic to YPHSOO hst3A3::HlS3 

YCB405 isogenic to YPH499 hst3A3::HlS3 

YPH279 MATaIrw ura3-52/ura3-52 HlS3/his3A200 leu2Al /leu2Al T R P ~  ltrpl A1 ade2-101 lade2-101 lys2-801 /lys2-801 

CFVIl(RAD2.d. YPH277) URA3  SUPl 1 
YCB654 MATalrw ura3-52/ura3-52 his3A200/his3A200 leu2Al /leu2Al trp1 A63/trpI A63 ade2-I 01 lade2-101 lys2-801 /lys2-801 

hst3A3:: HlS3/hst3A3::HlS3 hst4A1:: URA3/hst4Al:: URA3 CFVlI(RAD2.d. YPH277)TRPl SUPl 1 
YCB657 MATa/a ura3-52/ura3-52 his3A200/his3A200 leu2Al /leu2Al trpl A63/trpl A63 ade2-101 /ade2-I01 1ys2-801 /lys2-801 

hst3A3::HIS3/hst3A3::HlS3 hst4Al:: URA3/hst4Al:: URA3 CFVll(RAD2.d. YPH277)TRPI SUP1 1 
YCB684 isogenic to YPH500 hst3A3::HIS3 CFVIl(RAD2.d.YPH277)TRPI SUP1 1 

YCB624 isogenic to YPH499 rad9Al ::TRPI 
YCB627 isogenic to YPHSOO hst3A3::HlS3 hst4Al ::URA3 rad9Al ::TRPl 
YCB632 isogenic to YPHSOO rad9Al ::TRP1 hst4Al:: URA3 
YCB633 isogenic to YPHSOO rad9Al ::TRPI hst3A3::HlS3 

FY2 derivativesb 
YPH681 MATa ura3-52 his3A200 leu2Al trpl A63 lys2A202 
YPH680 MATa ura3-52 his3A200 leu2Al trpl A63 lys2A202 
YCB470 isogenic to YPH68 1 hst3A3::TRPl 
YCB575 isogenic to YPH681 hst4Al ::TRPI 
YCB600 isogenic to YPH68 1 hst3A3:: TRPI hst4Al:: TRP1 pCAR202 
YCB6OO- isogenic to YPH681 hst3A3::TRPI hst4Al ::TRP1 
YCB6Ol isogenic to YPH680 hst3A3::TRPI hst4Al ::TRPI pCAR202 
YCB601- isogenic to YPH680 hst3A3::TRPl hst4Al ::TRP1 
YCB669 isogenic to YPH681 YCp5O 

YCB674 isogenic to YPH681 hst3A3::TRPI hst4Al ::TRPl pCAR202 YCp5O 
YCB674- isogenic to YPH681 hst3A3::TRPl hst4Al ::TRP1 YCp50 
YCB647 isogenic to YPH68 1 leu2A::TRPI ADH4:: URA3-TEL 
YCB648 isogenic to YPH681 hst l  A3::TRPI .ADH4::URA%TEL 
YCB649 isogenic to YPH68 1 hst2d2:: TRPI ade2Al ADH4:: URA3-TEL 
YCB650 isogenic to YPH68 1 hst3A3::TRPI ADH4:: URA3-TEL 
YCB65 1 isogenic to YPH68 1 hst4Al ::TRPl ADH4:: URA3-TEL 
YCB652 isogenic to YPH68 1 sidA2:: TRP1 A DH4:: U R A S T E L  
YCB653 isogenic to YPH68 1 hst3A3:: TRP1 hst4Al ::TRPI ADH4:: URA3-TEL 

YCB692 isogenic to YPH681 ade2::hisG:: URA3::hisG 
YCB693 isogenic to YPH68 1 hst3A3:: TRP1 ade2::hisG:: URA3::hisG 
YCB694 isogenic to YPH681 hst4Al ::TRPI ade2::hisG::URAS::hisG 
YCB695 isogenic to YPH68 1 hst3A3::TRPI hst4Al ::TRP1 ade2::hisG:: URA3::hisG pCAR202 

YCB695 - isogenic to YPH68 1 hst3A3::TRPl hst4Al ::TRPl ade2::hisG:: URA3::hisG 

"These strains are derived from W303. 

bYPH680 and YPH681 are derived from the FY2 series of strains (Winston et al. 1995). 

the hst3 hst4 cells that grow at high temperature were 
restreaked at 37°C) they maintained their Ts' pheno- 
type (data not shown). Thus, we believe that the vari- 
ability in frequency of Ts' cells is attributable to spo- 
radic acquisition of suppressors. Because these suppres- 
sors can accumulate, many of the experiments 
performed on hst3 hst4 strains were carried out using 
strain YCB600+, which carries an HST3 CEN plasmid. 
The plasmid is segregated just before the experiment, 

generating YCB600-, to minimize the accumulation of 
suppressors. 

Microscopically we observed that most of the mutant 
cells were larger than wild type (Fig. 4), and that a log- 
phase culture of an hst3 hst4 strain contained more 
large-budded cells than wild-type, a phenotype exacer- 
bated at higher temperatures (Fig. 5A). In this large-bud- 
ded population the daughter cell was often as large as the 
mother, a form rarely observed in wild-type cultures (Fig. 
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SI R2 

HSTl 

Vector 

Figure 2. HSTl  restores silencing at HMR in sir2 

mutants. (A) Increased HSTl  gene dosage was 
tested for ability to complement MATa and 
MAT& sir2 mating defects. Comparisons to 2p 
vector and a SIR2 2p plasmid are shown. Approx- 
imately equal numbers of each transformant were 
spotted onto SC-Ura to assay growth and onto 
lawns of the mating testers LPY142 and LPY143 
to assay mating. The mating efficiencies deter- 

growth mating growth mating mined by quantitative mating assays are also pre- 
sented. The values represent the average mating 
efficiency of at least two independent isolates for 
each transformant. (B) To determine whether the 

B Ura- Trp- Ura- observed complementation is attributable to res- 
toration of transcriptional silencing at HMR, a 

SIR2 sir2 strain with a SUP3,, reporter gene at HMR 

and a trpl,, mutation (LPY1539) was trans- 

HSTl formed with the 2p plasmids. Transformants 
were assayed for Trp expression by spotting serial 

Vector dilutions onto SC-Ura-Trp and for growth by 
spotting on SC-Ura plates. 

4). Because cells with large buds indicate a block in mi- 
tosis, we examined DNA content by flow cytometry (Fig. 
5B). The double mutant strain exhibited a dramatic in- 
crease in the number of cells with G, DNA content. 
Both single mutants (hst3 and hst4) are similar to wild 
type microscopically and by flow cytometry (Fig. 5; data 
not shown). To determine the nuclear morphology of the 
hst3 hst4 mutant strain, we visualized nuclei with the 
fluorescent dye DAPI. We found that the double mutant 
showed an increase in the percentage of large-budded 
cells with the nucleus at or across the neck (Figs. 4 and 
5A), but that the percentage of large-budded cells in 
which the nucleus had divided was similar to wild-type. 

sir2 
HST+ 
hst 1 

hst2 

hst3 

hst4 
hst3 hst4 

hst3 hst4 * 

Figure 3. The hst3  hs t4  mutant shows increased expression of 
a telomeric U R A 3  gene. Tenfold serial dilutions were plated 
onto either SC medium or SC containing 0.1% 5-FOA. Strains 
used were: [A) YCB652; (B) YCB647; (C) YCB648; (Dl YCB649; 
(E) YCB650; (F) YCB651; (G) YCB653; and (H) YCB600-. Strains 
A-G contain a telomeric copy of U R A 3  at ADH4 
(ADH4::URA%TEL), strain H does not. The 5-FOA sensitivity 
of the hs t3  hst4 ADH4:: URA3-TEL strain is not attributable to 
a general 5-FOA supersensitivity because hs t3  hs t4  ura3 strains 
lacking telomeric U R A 3  grow normally on 5-FOA (row H). 

Therefore, the hst3 hst4 strain contains a larger fraction 
of cells in which the DNA has been replicated but cell 
division has not occurred. 

This accumulation could be the result of a G2/M de- 
lay, or it could be attributable to the irreversible arrest of 
a subpopulation of the hst3 hst4 mutant cells. To distin- 
guish between these two possibilities we determined the 
viability of the double mutant cells (Table 2). Whereas 
the viability of the hst3 and hst4 single mutants was 
similar to wild type, we observed that 44% of double 
mutant cells were inviable. This defect was completely 
corrected by the presence of the HST3 CEN plasmid. 
Strikingly, when we determined the viability of the hst3 
hst4 large-budded cell population, we found that only 
27% of these cells were viable, as opposed to 89% in wild 
type. Thus, it appears that the large-budded cell popula- 
tion in the mutant has two components, a normal com- 
ponent and a larger inviable component lacking in the 
wild-type population. 

By microscopic examination of manipulated cells 
grown at 37°C) we determined that the majority of the 
hst3 hst4 large-budded cells that died did so as 2- or 
4-cell bodies (of equal size), whereas a few formed mi- 
crocolonies of 5-20 cells (data not shown). Many of these 
dead cells were bloated and misshapen. The large-budded 
cell inviability observed in the hst3 hst4 double mutant 
suggests that the G,/M accumulation observed in the 
doiuble mutant reflects the existence of a subset of ulti- 
mately inviable cells that are arrested at this juncture of 
the cell cycle, rather than a cell-cycle delay. 

The hst3 hst4 rad9 strain i s  hypersensitive to  
UV irradation 

The excess G2/M cells observed in the hst3 hst4 double 
mutant strain could result from DNA damage triggering 
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Figure 4. Aberrant morphology of hst3 
hst4 mutants. Log phase cells of wild type 
(YPH681) and mutant (YCB600-) strains 
were visualized by phase contrast. Note in- 
creased number of large-budded cells and in- 

creased cell size in mutant culture. Also 
shown are representative aberrant nuclear 
and microtubule morphologies of the mu- 
tant. DAPI a-tubulin 

a RAD9-dependent delay. Thus, we examined the effect tween silencing (SIRS) and DNA repairlcheckpoint con- 

of introducing a rad9 mutation into these strains. The trol (RAD7) pathways (Paetkau et al. 1994). 
prediction of this model is that a triple mutant (hst3 hst4 
rad9) would lose the G2/M accumulation (or lose viabil- 
ity). The triple mutant grows like the hst3 hst4 double 
mutant, and like the hst3 hst4 mutant, exhibits a G2/M 
accumulation, indicating that this accumulation is not 
RAD9 dependent. 

We examined the sensitivity of these strains to UV 
irradiation. The hst3 hst4 double mutant showed a mod- 
est UV-irradiation sensitivity, similar to that of rod9 
alone (Fig. 6) .  rad9 cells die when UV irradiated because 
they do not have time to repair DNA damage, but this 
lethality can be alleviated by inducing a G,/M delay 
(Weinert and Hartwell 1988). Accordingly, if the in- 
creased G,/M accumulation in hst3 hst4 cells results 
from a reversible cell-cycle delay at a point similar to a 
RAD9 checkpoint, in theory hst3 hst4 could rescue the 
UV sensitivity of rad9 cells. When we tested the hst3 
hst4 rad9 mutant for UV resistance, we in fact found 
that the triple mutant is W hypersensitive relative to 
either parent (Fig. 6). The synergistic effects of hst mu- 
tations and rad9 are reminiscent of the connection be- 

Figure 5. Altered cell cycle distribution in 
hst3 hst4 mutant cells. (A) Morphological 

analysis. Log phase cultures in YPD were 
fixed and stained with DAPI to visualize nu- 
clei. Similar results were obtained in two 
separate experiments. The temperature shift 
experiment was performed by collecting log 
phase cells from 30°C YPD cultures, resus- 
pending them in prewarmed 37°C YPD, and 
incubating them for 4.5 hr at 37°C before 

hst3 hst4 mutants display increased chromosome 
loss and recombination 

Many mutant strains that exhibit an accumulation of 
G,IM cells lose chromosomes at an increased rate (Ger- 
ring et al. 1990; Doheny et al. 1993). We tested the hst3 
hst4 double mutant for chromosome stability using an 
artificial chromosome and a visual ploidy assay (Spencer 
et al. 1990; Shero et al. 1991). Our analysis made use of 
two marked chromosome fragments (derived from two 
different native yeast chromosomes), which result in a 
white colony in an ade2 background; colonies lacking 
the marked fragment are red (Hieter et al. 1985). Using 
this assay we observed that the hst3 hst4 strain showed 
high-frequency sectoring with both chromosome frag- 
ments. In addition, the hst3 mutant exhibited a modest 
increase in sectoring, whereas the hst4 mutant was in- 
distinguishable from wild type. 

The frequency of loss of one such fragment was calcu- 
lated in diploid strains in which the dosage of the frag- 

analysis. At 37"C, a number of large-budded 
mutant cells appear to have budded a third . hst3hst4 

time, and in some cases a fourth (data not 300~- 370C 

shown). Strains used were YPH499 and 
HST+ 

YCB506. (B] FACScan analysis. Log phase 

cultures were analyzed by flow cytometry. hst3 hst4 

Number of cells is shown on the y-axis, and 
fluorescent intensity of emitted light is 
shown on the x-axis. The slight x-axis shift 
seen in the double mutant is likely caused by 
its increased cell size. Strains used were 
YPH499, YCB538, X23- 10D, and X23-9A. 
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Table 2. Viability measurements 

Percent viabilitya Percent viability Percent 
Strain Relevant genotype (all cells] (large-budded cells) large-budded cellsb 

YPH680 HSTf 89 89 26 
YCB470 hst3 96 82 18 
YCB575 hst4 100 100 14 
YCB601 hst3 hst4 [HST3 CEN] 88 79 18 
YCB60 1 - hst3 hst4 44 27 56 

aViability was determined by micromanipulation and growth of individual cells on YPD at 30°C. 
b~efined as cells in which daughter cell is >SO% the size of mother cell. 

ment can be assessed. A single copy of the chromosome 
fragment in an ade2-101 homozygote results in pink col- 
onies, whereas colonies containing two (or more) copies 
of the fragment are white. This assay allows the rate of 
chromosome missegregation to be calculated, and differ- 
entiates between chromosome loss (1:O segregation) and 
chromosome nondisjunction (2:O segregation) events. A 
1:O missegregation event in the first division results in a 
half redlhalf pink sectored colony; similarly, a hall red1 
half white sectored colony is the result of a 2:O misseg- 
regation event. The hst3 hst4/hst3 hst4 double mutant 
exhibited a dramatic chromosome missegregation rate of 
35-fold above the wild type (Table 3). Nondisjunction 
events (46-fold elevated) were somewhat more frequent 
than chromosome loss events (25-fold elevated). The 
hst3/hst3 homozygote showed a modest missegregation 
rate increase of less than twofold over the wild-type ho- 
mozygote (Table 3). We also examined the rate of loss of 
the small circular plasmid YCpSO in wild-type and mu- 
tant strains. We found that in the hst3 hst4 mutant the 
rate of plasmid loss was elevated 2.6-fold above wild type 
(Fig. 7). Thus, the stability of both plasmids and chromo- 
some fragments is reduced in the hst3 hst4 mutant, but 
the much larger chromosome fragments show a more 
stringent requirement for the HST genes. 

Homologous recombination frequency provides an- 
other insight into genomic stability. We examined re- 
combination frequency using two assays. The first uses 
an hst3 hst4/hst3 hst4 C A ~ l ~ / c a n l ~  strain. Because the 
CAN1 allele is dominant, it renders diploid cells sensi- 
tive to canavanine. If the CANIS  allele is lost, generally 

by gene conversion of the CANIS  allele to canlR, cells 
become resistant to canavanine (CanR). The hst3 hst4 

mutants exhibited an increase in the frequency of CanR 
cells relative to wild type. CanR cells can result from loss 
of chromosome V, leaving the cell with a single can1 
allele, or from recombinational homozygosis. Because 
the observed increase in frequency in CanR cells is com- 
plicated by the fact that the hst3 hst4 mutant has a chro- 
mosome segregation defect, we designed a second assay 
using the ADE2 disrupter pAADE2 (Aparicio et al. 1991). 
When integrated at ADE2, t h s  construct replaces part of 
ADE2 with direct repeats of hisG flanking URA3. We 
integrated this ade2::hisG::URA3::hisG construct into 
our mutant haploid strain, selected Ura' cells, and al- 
lowed the resultant Ade- (pink) cells to grow on me- 
dium containing uracil. We then asked how many cells 
had become FoaR by recombination between the re- 
peated hisG sequences. We observed a fivefold increase 
in mitotic recombination in hst3 hst4 strains relative to 
wild type, and more modest increases in the single mu- 
tants (Table 4). Thus, in addition to playing roles in si- 
lencing, proteins of the Sir2p family affect chromosome 
stability and recombination, indicating a more general 
role in chromatin metabolism. 

Discussion 

The SIR2 gene family 

Members of the yeast SIR2 gene family we have discov- 
ered range from 29% to 63% identical to Sir2p overall at 

Figure 6. UV sensitivity of the hst3 hst4 
double mutant and hypersensitivity of the 
hst3 hst4 1ad9 triple mutant. Five microli- 
ters of 100-fold serial dilutions were spotted 

-uv +uv UV sensitivity onto YPD plates and either UV irradiated 
with 80 T/m2 using a Stratalinker (Strata- 
gene; setting of 8; pJx 100/cmZ) idmedi- 
ately and again 12 hr later ( +UV) (Weinert et 
al. 1994), or left unirradiated ( -UV]. Plates 
were wrapped in foil to prevent photoreacti- 
vation and incubated at 30°C. The bar graph 
depicts the results numerically as UV sensi- 
tivity [number of cells exposed to UVInum- 
ber of cells surviving UV exposure). Strains 
used, from top to bottom, were YCB627, 
YCB632, YCB633, YCB547, YCB624, and 
YPH500. 
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Table 3. Chromosome fragment loss rates 

Strain Genotype 

YPH279 HSTf /HST+ 
YCB405 x YCB684 hst3/hst3 
YCB654 hst3 hst4/hst3 hst4 

a 

b 

Mean + S.D. hst3 hst4/hst3 hst4 

Chromosome 

mis-segregation rate Percent 1:O eventsa Percent 2:O eventsb 

0.06 0.03 0.03 
0.11 0.053 0.053 

No. of colonies 

with 1 CFc 

The above strains were plated for single colonies, and half-sectored colonies (at least 50% red) were counted. YCB654 and YCB657 are 

isogenic diploids, and a and b denote duplicate experiments for each. The final line shows the mean of the four hst3 hst4/hst3 hst4 
experiments and indicates the standard deviation. Number of half sectored colonies scored: YCB654a (10); YCB654b (24); YCB657a 
(23); YCB657b (19); YCB405 x YCB684 (2). 

"Number of redlpink half-sectored colonies divided by total colonies with one chromosome fragment (CF). 

b ~ u m b e r  of redlwhite half-sectored colonies divided by total colonies with one CF. 
"The total colonies with one CF. 

From Gerring et al. (1990). 

the amino acid level with most variation occurring in 
the length and sequence of their amino and carboxyl ter- 
mini. All the HSTs contain an even more highly con- 
served core region that includes several absolutely con- 
served motifs of unknown function, four completely 
conserved cysteines hypothesized to form a zinc finger 
and a partially conserved putative leucine zipper do- 
main. The zinc finger and leucine zipper motifs suggest 
that these proteins may form complexes with other pro- 

0 5 10 15 

# of doublings 

Figure 7. Elevated loss of a CEN plasmid in hst3 hst4 mutant 

cells. Mutant strains show an average loss rate 2.6-fold greater 

than wild-type strains (Dani and Zakian 1983). Log phase cul- 

tures selecting for the CEN plasmid YCp5O were diluted into 

YPD and grown nonselectively for the number of generations 
indicated. Cells were plated on YPD and selective plates to de- 

termine the number of cells that had lost the plasmid. The 
results depict two YCpSO transformants each for YCB674- (0 

and 0 )  and YCB669 (0 and A)  normalized to percentage of 

plasmid-bearing cells in selective cultures at time 0 (84% and 

89% for HST+, 73% and 81% for hst3 hst4). 

teins and bind to DNA. Consistent with this is the hy- 
persensitivity to DNA-targeting drugs of sir2 mutants in 
K. lactis (Chen and Clark-Walker 1994) and the UV hy- 
persensitivity reported here. However, there is as yet no 
evidence that Sir2p or the Hst proteins bind DNA. 

H S T  genes have silencing functions 

The HST-encoded proteins exhibit both remarkable se- 
quence similarity to Sir2p as well as functional overlap. 
Hstlp is Sir2p1s closest relative. It is 63% identical to 
Sir2p overall and 82% identical in the conserved core. 
HSTl is not normally required for silencing at either the 
HM-type loci or telomeres as an hstl  strain mates and 
maintains normal levels of telomeric repression. How- 

ever, we have shown that, in a novel instance of mating- 
type specific suppression, overexpression of HSTl re- 
stores significant mating competence to a MATa sir2 
strain. That this is attributable to a restoration of silenc- 
ing at HMR is demonstrated by the reduction in expres- 
sion of HMR-located SUP3,,. A possible explanation for 
HSTlls a-specific complementation of the sir2 mating 
defect may lie in the fact that repression is reestablished 
more readily with an HMR than with an HML silencer 
element (Shei and Broach 1995) and that the function of 
HSTl may be to facilitate the establishment of repres- 
sion at HMR. 

Significantly, we have shown that expression of a te- 
lomeric URA3 gene is derepressed in an hst3 hst4 mu- 
tant strain. Although not as extreme as the sir2 telom- 
eric silencing defect, this demonstrates that telomeric 
silencing is perturbed in the double mutant. This dere- 
pression appears to be specific for the telomeres because 
hst3 hst4 mutant strains mate as well as wild-type. In 
contrast, sir2 mutants are completely nonmating. The 
observed telomeric, but not HM loci, derepression may 
be attributable to competition for silencing factors, with 
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priority given to silencing the HM loci (Renauld et al. 
1993), or may reflect overlapping but distinct specifici- 
ties among the members of this gene family. 

These experiments demonstrate that at least two of 
the HST family members have roles in transcriptional 
silencing, a third can participate in silencing processes, 
and that these genes can function at both the HM loci 
and telomeres. 

hst3 hst4 mutants arrest with undivided nuclei 

HST3 and HST4 encode proteins of a subfamily distinct 
from Sir2p and Hstlp and are each other's closest rela- 
tives (Fig. 1B). HST3 and HST4 appear to encode redun- 
dant functions as double mutants have a number of phe- 
notypes that are much less severe or lacking in hst3 and 
hst4 single mutants. A striking phenotype of hst3 hst4 
double mutant strains is the accumulation of large-bud- 
ded cells with an undivided nucleus localized to the bud 
neck. 

The cell cycle defects in the hst3 hst4 double mutant 
suggest several possible explanations for the observed 
derepression of the telomeric regions in these strains. 
First, a similar accumulation of cells in G2/M has been 
observed in a histone H4 mutant with multiple lysine to 
glutamine substitutions in the amino terminus (Megee 
et al. 1995). These mutants may mimic the constitu- 
tively acetylated, transcriptionally active state. Hy- 
poacetylation of histones correlates with increased DNA 
compaction and thus transcriptional silencing (Lin et al. 
1989). If like Sir2p, Hst3p and Hst4p are involved in 
modulating the levels of histone acetylation or deacety- 
lation, hst3 hst4 null mutations could cause increased 
levels of histone acetylation and thus increased tran- 
scription. A second possibility is that the longer G,/M 
phase of the cell cycle may allow altered assembly of 
chromatin into a transcriptionally active state (Aparicio 
and Gottschling 1994). 

The cell cycle defects could also be interpreted to sug- 
gest that loss of the silencing activities of HST3 and 
HST4 triggers a checkpoint that halts the cell at the 
G,/M boundary. Cells unable to repair the problem 
would account for the decreased viability; those able to 
correct the problem would, after a delay, continue on 
into the next cycle. It is possible that a few cells might 
slip through the checkpoint and continue without prop- 
erly correcting the defect, accounting for the nonviable 
cells remaining in the population. However, our data 
more strongly suggest that the accumulation of G,/M 
phase cells results from a subpopulation that are ulti- 
mately inviable-most of the large-budded cells cannot 
form colonies and many of them fail to divide at all, 
continuing to grow (but not divide) until they eventually 
burst. What might send this subpopulation of hst3 hst4 
cells down this pathway of inexorable destruction? Pos- 
sible primary defects we have considered, several of 
which have been observed previously in sir mutants, are 
DNA damage, improperly replicated DNA, incomplete 
chromosome condensation, or inability to properly as- 
semble mitotic machinery. 

Table 4. Altered recombination in hst mutants 

Strain 

Relevant 
genotype 

Recombination 
frequencya 

a~alculated as ~ o a ~  cells/total cellsj mean of at least three in- 
dependent determinations. 

HST3 and HST4 are required for genomic integrity 

Previously, SIR functions have been associated with 
chromosome stability and positioning. For example, sir4 
mutants lose chromosomes at a fourfold higher rate than 
wild type, and sir3 and sir4 mutants exhibit telomeric 
shortening and aberrant perinuclear localization (Palla- 
din0 et al. 1993). In comparison, hst3 hst4 double mu- 
tants display a 35-fold higher chromosome missegrega- 
tion rate. Interestingly, the rate of chromosome nondis- 
junction is twice that of chromosome loss, suggesting a 
defect in sister chromatid separation during anaphase. It 
is unlikely that these phenotypes result simply from mi- 
crotubule defects, because these strains show normal 
sensitivity to benomyl. Another possibility is disruption 
of centromeric function as mutations affecting the func- 
tion of the centromere display a G,/M delay and a high 
rate of chromosome fragment loss. We have observed 
aberrant mitotic spindles in the hst3 hst4 mutant, con- 
sistent with aberrant chromosomal condensation or 
structure in the hst3 hst4 mutant. It has been shown that 
cells displaying reduced chromosomal condensation be- 
fore anaphase (Hirano et al. 1986) as well as other chro- 
mosome segregation defects (Doheny et al. 1993), lose 
chromosomes and exhibit a "Cut" phenotype in which 
the nucleus appears pinched in the middle; we observed 
the Cut phenotype in the hst3 hst4 mutant (see Fig.4). In 
Drosophila, the mus-101 mutant, like the hst3 hst4 dou- 
ble mutant, is Ts lethal, has cell cycle and DNA repair 
defects, a chromosome segregation defect, and is defec- 
tive in heterochromatin condensation (Gatti et al. 1983). 
Taken together, these results suggest that loss of silenc- 
ing and/or chromosome condensation can lead to cell 
cycle, repair, and chromosome stability defects in di- 
verse organisms. 

Because mutations in sir2 have been demonstrated to 
cause elevated levels of both mitotic and meiotic recom- 
bination in the rDNA repeats, we tested recombination 
frequencies in the hst3 hst4 double mutant background. 
Using two different assays, we have shown that hst3 
hst4 strains exhibit a fivefold increase in general mitotic 
recombination. This is similar to the fourfold increase in 
mitotic recombination observed in sir3 strains (Palladino 
et al. 1993) and in contrast to the sir2 mutants whose 
effects on recombination appear specific for the highly 
repetitive rDNA (Gottlieb and Esposito 1989). 

The accumulation of large budded cells with a G2DNA 
content observed in hst3 hst4 double mutant strains sug- 
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gests that a checkpoint may have been triggered leading 
to an arrest in G,/M. In fact, the evidence described 
above points toward activation of a DNA-damage check- 
point. Thus, we tested whether the arrest caused by mu- 
tations in hst3 and hst4 was RAD9 dependent. Although 
no decrease in viability was observed in the hst3 hst4 
rad9 triple mutant, these cells were hypersensitive to 
UV irradiation. These results suggest that the HST genes 
and RAD9 are in parallel pathways that maintain ge- 
nome integrity. 

Finally, we have obtained evidence that chromosome 
maintenance is grossly defective in hstl hst2 hst3 hst4 
strains, both in terms of chromosome number and struc- 
ture. We have observed a number of defects in the elec- 
trophoretic karyotypes of these strains and their Ts+ re- 
vertants (C. Brachmann, E. Cameron, and J. Boeke, un- 
publ.). We conclude that the Hst proteins are critical for 
maintaining genomic integrity. 

Potential functions of the gene family 

We propose that at least some of the new members of the 
SIR2 gene family may be involved in the silencing of 
specific genomic regions, different from known silent 
loci. Each HST gene may have evolved specificity for one 
or more genomic regions; thus, Sir2p is essential for the 
"silencing complex" specific to the HM loci and telom- 
eres. Although still somewhat speculative, there is evi- 
dence indicating that silencing complexes with altered 
specificities might include SIR1, SIR3, and SIR4. Re- 
cently, a semidominant mutant of SIR4 encoding a car- 
boxy-terminally truncated protein has been described 
that delays aging in yeast (Kennedy et al. 1995). This 
mutant has lost the ability to participate in silencing at 
the HM loci and telomeres, leading to their derepression. 
In addition, expression of only the carboxyl terminus of 
Sir4p extends the life span of wild-type cells, but reduces 
silencing at HM loci and telomeres. Together these ex- 
periments suggest that the carboxyl residues of Sir4p are 
responsible for recruiting the silencing complex to the 
HM loci and telomeres, and that when Sir4p can no 
longer recognize these regions, the complex is free to 
more tightly silence other parts of the genome. (An in- 
teresting requirement of this model is that silencing at 
the known loci be dominant to silencing at other regions 
of the genome.) We propose that Sirlp, Sir3p, and Sir4p 
may be components of a single silencing complex, the 
specificity of which is provided by interaction with a 
SIR2 family member or members. Thus, if the HST genes 
are involved in silencing gene expression through altered 
chromatin structure, it is likely that additional, exten- 
sive genomic regions are silenced and structurally al- 
tered. Perturbations of such chromosomal structures 
may account for the genomic instability we have ob- 
served. 

Our data show that HSTl can function in transcrip- 
tional silencing at HMR, and that hst3 hst4 mutants 
have a telomeric silencing defect. Moreover, hst3 hst4 
mutants display a number of phenotypes suggestive of 

defects in chromatin structure. Three general hypothe- 
ses may account for the observed results. 

The first hypothesis linking the silencing functions of 
these genes to the mutant phenotypes is that the HST 
genes silence other genes; expression of these leads to a 
G,/M delay and the other phenotypes described here. 
Such a scenario requires that these genes must normally 
function in a pathway other than vegetative growth (e.g., 
sporulation, diploid-specific growth, maintenance dur- 
ing starvation, pseudohyphal growth, or growth using 
unusual nutrients), because their expression in a loga- 
rithmically growing population leads to increased cell 
death. 

A second possibility is that the hst mutant phenotypes 
are attributable to aberrant DNA replication. It is well 
established that silenced regions replicate late in S phase 
(McCarroll and Fangman 1988; Fangman and Brewer 
1992; Ferguson and Fangman 1992). Loss of silencing 
caused by the deletion of the HST genes could be asso- 
ciated with an increased number of chromosomal re- 
gions replicating early. Alternatively, if the HST genes 
play a role in "silencing" replication origins after they 
have fired, there might be some overreplication in the 
mutant. Altered replication timing may lead to improp- 
erly replicated DNA, and ultimately impair the chromo- 
some segregation machinery. The double mutant pheno- 
types are generally consistent with such a hypothesis, 
although we have no evidence for a large population of 
cells with incompletely replicated DNA. Thus, if aber- 
rant replication occurs in the mutant, it may be a rela- 
tively subtle defect. 

A third hypothesis is that loss of silencing caused by 
disruption of the HST genes results in a change in chro- 
mosomal structure significant enough to cause a G,/M 
delay, chromosomal missegregation, and hyper-recombi- 
nation. It is clear that silenced regions are structurally 
distinct from their transcriptionally active counterparts; 
silenced DNA is inaccessible to the UV-damage repair 
machinery (Terleth et al. 1989), nucleases (Loo and Rine 
1994)) and methylation by heterologous DNA methyl- 
ation enzymes (Gottschling 1992; Singh and Klar 1992). 
Although there is no cytological evidence for heterochro- 
matic regions in yeast, the correlation of heterochroma- 
tin with transcriptional repression in other organisms 
(PEV in Drosophila, X inactivation in mammals) and the 
importance of histones H3 and H4 in the process of si- 
lencing (Kayne et al. 1988; Johnson et al. 1990; Megee et 
al. 1990; Park and Szostak 1990; Thompson et al. 1994) 
suggest that the HM loci (and telomeres) in yeast may be 
defined functionally as heterochromatic. Gross alter- 
ations of chromosomal architecture, such as those that 
might result from derepression of a large number of nor- 
mally silenced regrons (as may be the case in the hst 
mutants), could have a deleterious effect on the cycling 
cell. The phenotypic similarities of the constitutively 
active H4 mutant (Megee et al. 1995) and the hst3 hst4 
mutant support the notion that global loss of silencing 
leads to cell cycle and chromosome segregation defects. 
Such altered chromatin might be recognized as aberrant 
by a cell cycle regulator, or the altered chromatin might 
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be damaged during attempts to segregate sister chroma- 
tids, or might present some physical impediment to 
proper segregation. Any one of these changes might lead 
to G,/M arrest and ultimately, to cell death. 

SIR2 homologs from bacteria to humans 

Transcriptional silencing phenomena are observed in or- 
ganisms from bacteria to humans and are important for 
such critical functions as bacterial virulence (Dagberg 
and Uhlin 1992) and X-chromosome inactivation (Mi- 
geon 1994). Although mechanisms of silencing and het- 
erochromatin-mediated repression are arguably similar 
(Laurenson and Rine 1992; Weiler and Wakimoto 1995), 
little molecular overlap beyond histones has been ob- 
served previously. Our discovery of the S I R 2  family with 
homologs from S. aureus, Arabidopsis thaliana, S. 

pombe, C. elegans, Mus musculus, R. norvegicus, and H. 

sapiens suggests that these genes may fulfill an impor- 
tant conserved function. By extension, the existence of 
HSTs in such diverse organisms also suggests that S I R -  

dependent silencing mechanisms may be used to regu- 
late gene expression and genomic stability from simple 
to complex organisms. 

Materials and methods 

HST gene identification and cloning 

HSTl was identified by several techniques including (1) a data 

base search in which the Sir2 protein sequence was searched 

against the translated GenBank and EMBL data bases using the 

BLAST network service and (2) low stringency blot hybridiza- 
tion. A region of homology to Sir2p was found within the 3' 

flanking sequence of NUF2. A genomic clone containing the 

HSTl gene (pGAD42C) and some sequence data were indepen- 
dently provided by C. YanIT. Melese (Columbia University, 

NY) and G. SchlenstedtIP. Silver (Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, 

Boston, MA). An HST1-specific probe hybridizes to Olson X 

clone 3083 on chromosome XV. 
HST2 was originally identified in a two-hybrid screen de- 

signed to find interactors with TYA protein. The plasmid 
p113-2 was obtained from the library of partial Sau3A-digested 

yeast genomic DNA generously provided by P. Bartel and S. 

Fields (Chien et al. 1991), and contained the complete HST2 
gene fused six codons upstream of its ATG to the GAL4 DNA- 

binding domain. Subsequent screens of a genomic library (C. 

Connelly and P. Hieter, unpubl.) allowed isolation of plasmid 

pCAR135 containing intact HST2. An HST2-specific probe hy- 

bridized to Olson cosmid 9901 on chromosome XVI. 

By aligning Sir2p, K. lactis Sir2p, S, aureus Sir2p, and Hst2p, 

we defined conserved sequence motifs, allowing degenerate 

primer design (Fig. 1A). To identify HST3, we used degenerate 
PCR on genomic DNA from sir2 hstl hst2 strain YCB240 with 

primers JB710 (GGNRTNCCNGAYTTY[A/ C]G) and JB708 

(RTC[A/G/T]ATRTTYTGNGTRTA). Touchdown PCR condi- 

tions were as follows: 1 min at 94"C, 30 sec at 54"C, 30 sec at 

72"CI for 2 cycles, 1 rnin at 94"C, 30 sec at 50°C, 30 sec at 72°C 

for 2 cycles, 1 rnin at 94°C) 30 sec at 46"C, 30 sec at 72°C for 2 

cycles, 1 rnin at 94"C, 30 sec at 42°C) 30 sec at 72°C for 2 cycles, 
1 rnin at 94"C, 30 sec at 38"C, 30 sec at 72°C for 2 cycles, 1 rnin 

at 94"C, 30 sec at 48"C, 30 sec at 72°C for 25 cycles, 5 min at 

72°C. The -240-bp band was gel purified, ethanol precipitated, 

and treated with T4 polymerase to create a blunt end (a pro- 

cess referred to as blunting) and cloned into pBSII SK+ (Strat- 

agene) linearized with EcoRV. The insert fragment from one 

subclone (pCAR187) was used to probe a genomic library (C. 

Connelly and P. Hieter, unpubl.). Three plasmids with overlap- 

ping inserts (pCAR192, pCAR195, and pCAR196) were ob- 

tained. The HST3 probe hybridized to Olson A clone 4170 on 

chromosome XV. 
To identify HST4, we performed degenerate PCR as described 

above on genomic DNA from strain YCB388 (sir2 hstl hst2 

hst3) and cloned a 240-bp product. The HST4 probe hybridizes 
to Olson A clones 4040 and 6708 on chromosome 1V. 

DNA sequencing 

DNA sequences were determined on both strands for HSTI, 

HST2, and HST3 using a recently developed in vitro transposon- 

mediated sequencing technique (Devine and Boeke 1994) in 
conjunction with manual or ABI automated sequencing. HSTl 

and HST3 were sequenced using the artificial trimethoprim- 

resistance transposon AT-2 (Devine and Boeke 1994)) which 

was inserted into the plasmids pGAD42C and pCAR206 carry- 

ing 2.2-kb HSTl and 1.9-kb HST3 inserts, respectively. HST2 

was sequenced using a progenitor artificial transposon closely 

resembling AT-2 but with slightly different termini, con- 

structed by PCR, and integrated into pCAR143, carrying a 4.5- 

kb HST2 insert. Approximately 500-5000 independent artificial 
transposon recombinants were generated for each plasmid tar- 

get using Tyl-VLP integrase in vitro. Ampicillinltrimeth- 

oprim-resistant recombinants (30-60 per plasmid target) were 

screened by restriction mapping to identify transposon inser- 

tions in the respective HST inserts. Miniprep DNA from recom- 

binants chosen for sequence analysis were treated with 10 pgl 

ml of RNase A for 30 rnin at 37"C, phenol/chloroform ex- 

tracted, ethanol precipitated, and resuspended in water at a 

concentration of 2200 pglml immediately before sequencing. 
In the case of HST2, 26 transposon recombinants were se- 

quenced manually using Sequenase T7 polymerase (U.S. Bio- 

chemical) according to the manufacturers instructions. In addi- 

tion to the transposon-specific primers (SD110 and SD11 I), the 

T3 and T7 primer sites flanking the insert were also used to 

recover the terminal sequences. For HSTl and HST3, a smaller 

number of premapped, optimally spaced AT-2 transposon inser- 
tions were sequenced with Taq polymerase (Perkin-Elmer) us- 

ing Prizm kit dye-terminator cycle sequencing in conjunction 

with an Applied Biosystems 373A Stretch automated se- 

quencer. Sequencing reactions intiated from eight AT-2 inser- 

tions (using primers SD118 and SD119) plus the T3 and T7 

primers yielded the complete HSTl sequence. Reactions from 

12 transposon insertions (plus the T3 and T7 sites) yielded the 

complete HST3 sequence. Sequences were assembled and ana- 

lyzed using Sequencher software (Genecodes, Inc., Ann Arbor, 

MI) for the Macintosh computers. 

Sequence and data base analysis 

Multiple sequence alignments were performed using the 

PILEUP program of the GCG software package (University of 

Wisconsin, Madison, WI) with preset options, adjusted as de- 
scribed in Figure 1. Homologs of SIR2 from S. aureus (SaSIR2, 

M32103) and R. norvegicus (RnSIR2, D37934) were sequenced 
as flanking DNA of the lac operon (Oskouian and Stewart 1990) 

and the 5E5 antigen cDNA (Yoshimura et al. 1990) respectively, 

allowing their identification through TBLASTN data base 
searches. The SaSIR2 sequence was corrected by insertion of a 

single C at position 692 based on sequencing of the region cor- 
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responding to nucleotides 645-941, amplified by PCR on a S. 

aureus colony. Although the SaSIR2 homolog sequence is com- 

plete, the RnSIR2 sequence probably is not. Because the cDNA 

sequence encodes the homolog on the minus strand upstream of 

and slightly overlapping the 5E5 antigen, it is unclear where the 

RnSIR2 ORF begins. For the alignment we truncated this se- 

quence at its amino terminus, guided by similarities to the hu- 

man sequence. The partial H. sapiens homolog (HsSIR2) se- 
quence was assembled into a contig encoding a single ORF from 

expressed sequence tag (EST] data base sequences (H14246, 

R24561, F11858, T66100, R15236, 242780, T8 1280, T83544, 

R25838, R13 142, H11816, R56596, F00550, R16487, R07921, 

H06578, and H06548) and additional sequencing of T66lOO 

cDNA. The K. lactis homolog sequence was reported previously 

(Chen and Clark-Walker 1994). The C. elegans genome se- 

quencing effort recently identified two tightly linked SIR2 ho- 

mologs (250177). Additional ESTs from A. thaliana and mouse 
were also found (not shown). Painvise comparisons were per- 

formed using the GAP program of the GCG software package. 

Data base searches were performed at the National Center for 

Biotechnology Instruction (NCBI) using the BLAST network 

service. Some of the homologous EST sequences were identified 

through the XREF project (Bassett et al. 1995). 

Strains, media, and disruption mutations 

Yeast strains are derived from strains YPH499, 500 and 501 

(Sikorski and Hieter 1989)) FY2 (Winston et al. 1995)) or W303 

and are described in Table 1. All media used were as described 

(Rose et al. 1990). 

Multiple deletionldisruption mutations were analyzed. 

The following alleles represent partial deletionldisruption 

mutations: hstl A2::LEU2, hst2Al ::TRPI, hst4Al:: URA3, 

hst4Al ::TRP1. The following alleles represent complete 

deletionldisruption mutations (in which the entire HST ORF 
is replaced): hstlA3::TRPI, hst2A2::TRPl, hst3A3::HIS3, 

hst3A3::TRPI sir2A2::TRPI. In no case tested did the pheno- 

types of partial or full deletion alleles differ; details will be 

published elsewhere. 

Plasmids 

Plasmids for overexpression studies were constructed in the 

ADE2 2~ plasmid pJK204 (Keeney et al. 1995) or in the URA3 
2p plasmid YEp352 (Hill et al. 1986). For pLP317, the SIR2 

overexpression plasmid, the 2.7-kb BstNI fragment containing 

the gene was treated with VENT DNA polymerase (New En- 

gland BioLabs) and subcloned into YEp352 digested with SmaI. 

The HSTl overexpression plasmid pLP316 was made by sub- 

cloning the 2.2-kb Sac1 fragment containing HSTl from 
pGAD42C into SacI-digested YEp352. pCAR143 (used for se- 

quence analysis of HST2) is pCAR135 cut with XbaI and recir- 
cularized. The HST2 overexpression plasmid pCAR172 was 

constructed by subcloning the XbaI-ClaI fragment containing 

HST2 from pCAR143 into pJK204, which had been digested 

with ClaI and NheI. For pCAR211, the HST3 overexpression 

plasmid, the 3.7-kb Hind111 fragment from pCAR192 was first 

subcloned into pRS415 making pCAR202. pCAR202 was di- 
gested with SalI, treated with Klenow to create a blunt end, and 

then digested with XbaI. The resulting 3.7-kb fragment contain- 

ing HST3 was ligated into pJK204, which had been linearized 

with ClaI, blunted with Klenow, and then digested with NheI. 

Plasmid pCAR206 used for the sequence analysis of HST3 was 
constructed by cloning the 1.9-kb PstI-HpaI fragment contain- 
ing HST3 from pCAR202 into pMOB (Strathmann et al. 1991) 

digested with PstI and Ec1136II. 

Quantitative mating analysis with high copy HST genes 

Quantitative matings with YEp352 (URA3 24 ,  pLP316 (HSTI 

URA3 2p), pLP317 (SIR2 URA3 2p) transformants of sir2 

strains LPY 11 and LPY 1393 were performed essentially as de- 

scribed by Sprague (1991). The assays to evaluate SUP3,, ex- 

pression by measuring trpl,, suppression were performed by 

diluting saturated overnight cultures of LPY 1539, growing in 

SC-Ura to an OD,, of 1.0, and making serial fivefold dilutions. 

Three microliters of each dilution were spotted onto plates to 
select for plasmid only (SC-Ura plates) and for trpl,, suppres- 

sion in the presence of plasmid (SC-Trp-Ura plates). 

Chromosome loss rate determination 

Chromosome loss assays were performed essentially as de- 

scribed, using the chromosome fragments "CEN3 left" and 

"RAD2 distal" (Spencer et al. 1990). Diploid strains harboring a 

fragment were taken from plates selective for the fragment, re- 

suspended in H,O, briefly sonicated, and plated at a density of 

200 per plate onto supplemented minimal plates including 6 

pglml of adenine (to enhance red pigment formation in ade2 
strains). After 5 days at 30°C, these plates were incubated fur- 

ther at 4°C for > l week before scoring. Loss rates were deter- 

mined by counting the number of red:pink half-sectored colo- 

nies (1:O events) and the number of red:white half-sectored col- 

onies (2:O events) and dividing by the number of fully pink 

colonies (containing one chromosome fragment]. 

Flow cytometry and microscopy 

For flow cytometric analysis, approximately 1 x 10, cells from 

yeast strains grown to early- to mid-log phase (OD,,, = 0.3-0.8) 

were collected and fixed overnight at 4°C in 70% ethanol, 0.2 M 

Tris-C1 (pH 7.6). After two washes, cells were resuspended in 0.2 

ml of 1 pglml RNase A, 0.2 M Tris-HC1 (pH 7.6) and incubated 

at 37°C for 4-6 hr. Cells were then washed twice, resuspended 

in 1 ml of 0.2 M Tris-HC1 (pH 7.6) containing 3 pglml of pro- 
pidium iodide (Sigma), and incubated for 1-5 days at 4°C. Flow 

cytometric analysis was performed on a Coulterepics 752 appa- 

ratus with a gain of 10 and high voltage of 935 V. Propidium 

iodide-stained cells were excited with 400 mW of 488 nm light 

and integrated red (2590 nm) fluorescence was recorded. 

For nuclear morphology determination, early- to mid-log 

phase cells were collected. Nuclei and microtubules were 
stained and visualized as described (Doheny et al. 1993). Phase 

contrast microscopy was performed on live or fixed cells. 

Viability determination 

Individual log phase cells grown in liquid YPD (OD,, = 0.5) 

were micromanipulated on YPD plates and grown at 30°C and 

assessed for colony formation. For determination of viability of 
large-budded cells, only those cells in which the daughter cell 

was >50% the size of the mother cell were micromanipulated. 
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